CLOUD SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW
IT & Business Leaders continue to leverage the cloud to improve business operations,
reduce costs, and increase efficiency. The transformation requires organizations be
prudent and conscientious throughout the process of designing and deploying services
and solutions to ensure continuity, agility, scale, security, and a great user experience.

Cloud has become a business imperative for digital transformation and successfully navigating challenges that pose risk to an organization
is critical. The Cloud Services team understands the challenges and serves as your guide to design a strategy to support your objectives.
Revitalize your cloud strategy, upgrade your platform, improve security, and confidently address risk to scale your business.

CLOUD ADOPTION FRAMEWORK
Leverage experience in GCP and certified AWS and Azure resources to deliver value-oriented engagements and
programs to elevate the capabilities of your cloud environment. Our consultative approach to people, process, and
technology enables the development of custom solutions to align your cloud initiatives to business outcomes.
Empower your team to deliver agility, scale, and security while implementing opportunities for cost optimization and
billing consolidation to effectively and efficiently manage your cloud environment.

CLOUD APP MODERNIZATION
Enable your business to achieve better software deployment agility, security, stability, and end-user satisfaction. Our
experienced consultants will help guide your team to fast-track DevOps through the implementation of best practices,
automation, and leading-edge tools specific to your unique needs. We provide innovative automation, configuration
management, and containerization solutions to elevate your DevOps journey.
Whether you are building a DevOps practice or investigating AI for application deployment automation in your hybrid
cloud infrastructure, our DevOps experts can guide and support your business to reach your business objectives.

CLOUD FOUNDATION
Implement processes and programs at a strategic level to ensure your cloud journey stays on track. Our consultants
deliver the thought leadership to provide both guidance and solutions in several areas around hyper-scale public
cloud infrastructure.
Our team can guide your business in establishing a Cloud Governance & Security Framework, developing a
comprehensive Multi-Cloud Strategy, creating a Cloud Cost Management & Optimization program, or building a ZeroTrust Cloud Security model.

We have a plan to help your organization design and implement innovative cloud solutions to grow faster,
minimize costs, and operate your business efficiently and securely.
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